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Outline
• The ADAS-Cog is History
• The Old Stuff just isn’t appropriate

– It is likely that clinical trials for MCI or preclinical AD will 
not succeed simply because of the wrong outcome 
measures

• Patient Report Outcomes may be inappropriate for 
MCI or early AD Dementia clinical Trials

• What is “functional decline” in MCI and early AD 
Dementia and how can we measure it?

• A composite is only as good as the tests that go 
into it and the sample from which it is derived



The ADAS-Cog is History
• We are not studying individuals with 

significant cognitive and functional 
impairments anymore.

• Even in patients with mild-moderate AD 
Dementia, the ADAS-Cog was not a 
great measure.
– Ceiling effects, skewed distribution

• Hobart et al., Alz & Dem 2013; Cano et al., JNNP 2010

• Just because a measure is accepted by 
FDA, doesn’t mean it should be the 
“Gold Standard” for every study, for 
every patient group, forever.



Preclinical AD Staging

From Sperling et al., 2011



The Old Stuff Just Isn’t 
Appropriate!

• ADAS-Cog
• MMSE
• CDR
• NTB
• FAQ
• ADCS- ADL
• QoL-AD
• WMS-R Logical Memory
• Etc.



Goal for Appropriate Measure of 
Episodic Memory

• Highly sensitive to early change.
• Excellent normative data to determine 

meaningful change and to correct for 
age, education, gender, and ?ethnicity.

• Minimal floor or ceiling effects.
• NOT a story recall test

– List learning tests not impacted by 
executive dysfunction as much and less 
likely to have practice effects



• Brief administration time
• Equivalent Forms
• Lack of complexity of administration/scoring
• Highly standardized administration and 

scoring procedures
• Possibility of Computerized administration 

and scoring
• Multiple Languages with appropriate 

cultural/linguistic and normative consistency

Goal for Appropriate Measure of 
Episodic Memory (cont)



• Excellent psychometric properties
– Validity

• It must test what it is supposed to test. 
• Just because a test is called a “memory” 

test, doesn’t mean it is actually testing 
the type of memory functioning impacted 
by hippocampal degeneration. 

Goal for Appropriate Measure of 
Episodic Memory (cont)



Goal for Appropriate Measure of 
Episodic Memory (cont)

• Excellent psychometric properties (cont)
– Reliability

• Test-retest Reliability
• Alternate-Form Reliability 
• Internal Consistency 
• Limited Practice Effects!



Comparison between NAB List Learning Delay and
WMS-R Logical Memory Delay in Normal Controls over repeated 

annual administrations at BU ADC
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Patient Report Outcomes may 
be inappropriate for MCI or early 

AD Dementia clinical Trials
• Subjective complaint may predate 

objective change on neuropsychological 
measures.

• But….



Patient Reported Outcome Measurement
Issues with Self Report of Cognitive Concern

• Over-reporting in the “worried well.”
– Cognitive Complaint Index (ADNI) 

• Under-reporting due to belief that it is “normal” 
to have cognitive impairments or “senior 
moments.”

• Biggest Issue: As underlying disease worsens, 
so does the growing lack of awareness of 
having any problems due to “anosognosia.” 
– the neurologically based inability to be aware that 

one has a neurological problem



The Anosognosia Problem
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Self-reported complaints



Issues with Informant Report 
of Cognitive Concern

• No informant available for prevention 
studies

• Poor informant (lack of contact, impaired, 
etc.)

• Secondary gain or other reasons to 
diminish or exaggerate problems
– Marital or family discord
– Denial
– Afraid of confrontation or decreasing 

independence



What is “functional decline” in 
MCI and early AD Dementia?

• What is the threshold for considering something as having 
an impact on independence?
– “Mild”…. “Significant”

• What aspect of life? – Work, Housework, Finances, 
Hobbies?

• What are “instrumental activities of living?”
– Using a telephone, paying taxes, cooking, driving, using a 

computer

• Once again, there may be a difference between self- and 
informant-report

• There may be a difference between someone with lots of 
responsibility and daily challenges versus someone who 
stays at home without responsibility.





Performance-Based Measures 
of Daily Functioning



Performance-Based Measures 
of Daily Functioning

• Not meant to replace an appropriate 
measure of “actual” functioning.

• Objective measurement
• Face validity
• Ecological validity
• Examples from Neuropsychological 

Assessment Battery (NAB) 































Composites
• Believed to be an improvement over use of 

individual tests as primary outcome measures, 
especially for adaptive trials

• Goals:
– Smaller samples, Greater power, Shorter studies

• Reality:
– Typically derived from NP measures (as well as 

ADL and CDR) used in MCI/AD samples
– May not be appropriate for early MCI or 

Preclinical samples if developed on later stages
– Composite scores are only as good as the 

individual NP measures they are derived from



New Composite Study - CTAD 2013
Ropacki, Hendrix, Seichepine & Stern

• Measures with good psychometric 
properties and from early MCI yielded 
improved Composite
– Outperformed Composites based on older 

measures used in AD Clinical Trials to-date
• Overall MSDR of 0.71 for the Composite

– Higher than observed for the Composite of 
ADAS-Cog, MMSE and NTB items in a pooled 
ADCS & ADNI MCI population of 0.48 

– Higher than observed for best Composite of 
ADAS-Cog, MMSE and CDR-SB items of 0.54 



Summary
• The old measures of cognition and daily 

functioning used in AD Dementia clinical 
trials are not appropriate for prodromal, 
early MCI, and early dementia trials.

• Patient report outcomes sound good in 
theory, but….

• Performance-based measures of daily 
functioning my be helpful.

• Composites are great, but… 




